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PERFORMANCE SUGGESTIONS

In this alrangement, as in most swing music, the best results are obtainerl

when sequential eighth notes are performed as though they were written in td

merer. Thus, J7 J7 b,ecomes :' .f 'i . off-the-beat eighth notes r v J I-3-
can be performed as I .i)

This is an excellent exercise for the developing improviser. Beginning
with measure 37, there are 16 measures of group "scat" soli. using this as ä

icated (eight measures beginning at

E I Optionally, rhe soloist Äay
sted melodic lines. Or the pianist may
e cue-size solos.

Here's a rehearsal technique I have found helpful for increas.ing the confi-
dence of beginning improvisers: choose two successive chords fsay, Ab to
Bb7, or BbmT to Eb7), and repeatedly move back and forth between
!hem. This will give young ears a chance to hear progressions and to feel com-
fortable with them.

You can enhance the sound of the arrangement even more by adding
bass and drums. If a bassist plays, the pianist should omit the ieft hand
from measure 5 through 98. Parts for bass and drums are available from the
publisher (LB-337). Also available is an Accompaniment/Full performance
cassette (MC-223).

Have fun--+njoy the challenge!

-STEVE 
ZEGREE



TAKE THE A TRAIN
for S.A.T.B. voices, accompanied*
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*See performance suggestions, page 2.
Performance time: approx. 1:50
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*See performance suggestions, page 2.
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